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Children’s librarian Lora Koehler created an
instant classic with The Little Snowplow, illustrated
by Jake Parker. In a snowy homage to The Little
Engine That Could, the book tells the story of
a little plow who won’t give up. In an adorable
sequel, The Little Snowplow Wishes for Snow, the
little snowplow spends all year gearing up for
the first snowfall. As his birthday approaches and
there is not a snowflake in sight, he wonders if
it’s going to snow at all. Will his birthday wish for
snow come true?
With cozy, charming illustrations and great
messages about perseverance and hopefulness,
The Little Snowplow and The Little Snowplow
Wishes for Snow are bound to become household

favorites on snowy days. In this kit, you will find
activities that let little ones engage with the
books, from puzzles to drawing activities and
even a snowplow workout routine! So rev up your
engines and get ready for some fun.
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Happy Birthday!
To:

From:

The Little Snowplow Wishes for Snow by Lora Koehler, published by Candlewick Press. Illustrations copyright © 2019 by Jake Parker

THE LITTLE SNOWPLOW
Matching
Match the images in Column A with the images in Column B.
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THE LITTLE SNOWPLOW
Coloring Sheet
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THE LITTLE SNOWPLOW
Maze
Help the little snowplow get to the dump truck and rescue it!
Draw a route from the start to the finish.

Start

Finish
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THE LITTLE SNOWPLOW
The Little Snowplow Workout
Daily exercise is important for staying healthy and strong. Every night before he goes
to bed, the little snowplow does his own special workout routine. You can do it, too!

1

Spin in
a circle!

2

Honk your horn
like the little
snowplow! Say

“Beep, beep!”

3
Stand up and sit
4 down. Ten times. Fast!
Jump forward,
jump back!
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THE LITTLE SNOWPLOW
Crossword Puzzle
Fill in the answers to the questions below to complete the puzzle.
1

2

3

4

5

6

DOWN

1. Usually the little snowplow raises and lowers his plow ten times fast. But after he
saves the day, he raises and lowers his plow ten times ____________.
2. What is the little snowplow able to squeeze past in order to save the other truck?
3. What do all the other trucks shout after the little snowplow saves the day?

ACROSS

What is the size of the other trucks on the Mighty Mountain Road Crew?
How many times does the little snowplow raise and lower his plow each night?
What is the name of the road-crew foreman who drives the little snowplow?
Which truck gets stuck under the avalanche?
2. Boulder 3. Great job Across: 2. Big

4. Ten 5. Will

6. Dump truck
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THE LITTLE SNOWPLOW
Achieving Goals
The little snowplow may be small, but he won’t let that stand in his way! He
works hard to prepare for the blizzard, and when it comes, he is ready to plow
the streets and save the day.
What are some examples of goals you have achieved by working hard?
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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THE LITTLE SNOWPLOW
Drawing Exercise
If you were going to join the Mighty Mountain Road Crew,
what kind of truck would you be? Draw yourself in the space below.
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